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Meeting Purpose and Objectivesg p j
1. To provide an overview of progress since our last 

meeting with youmeeting with you.

2. To present the draft findings of the Opportunities 
Assessment and Optimal Use StudyAssessment and Optimal Use Study.

3. To answer your questions and to receive input from 
you on the draft study findingsyou on the draft study findings.

4. To identify next steps.
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Study Purposey p
• Infrastructure Ontario outlined the following minimum 

requirement for future land uses:requirement for future land uses:

1. Provide economic benefit to the Town and Area.

2. Revive the unusable site by providing sufficient funds 
for decommissioning of the site.
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Background Findingsg g
ENGINEERING

Water Servicing:Water Servicing:
• Water services to the site can support different forms 

of residential, commercial, office or institutional uses. 

Sanitary Servicing:
• Sanitary services to the site can support different 

forms of development.
• Capacity exists in the Town’s Sewage Treatment 

Facility.Facility.
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Background Findingsg g
ENGINEERING

Storm Servicing:
• Overland flow and storm sewers will convey the storm 

r noffrunoff.
• On-site quality and quantity control will be required 

and may include a stormwater management pond or 
other facilities. 
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Background Findingsg g
TRANSPORTATION

• Site is accessed by Muskoka Road North• Site is accessed by Muskoka Road North 

• Speed Limit of 50 km/h

• 500 vehicles per lane, per direction during peak 
periods.

• Traffic Infrastructure can accommodate a variety of 
uses on the site.
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Background Findingsg g

NATURAL HERITAGE

• The Site contains some natural heritage features.

• Existing tributary on the site is important feature toExisting tributary on the site is important feature to
maintain.

• Shoreline areas are important for species habitatShoreline areas are important for species habitat.

• An unevaluated wetland exists on the property.
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Background Findings g g
CULTURAL HERITAGE

• 1999 Cultural Heritage Assessment identified nothing• 1999 Cultural Heritage Assessment identified nothing 
of archaeological significance. 2004 Cultural Heritage 
Assessment confirmed this and recommended  that no 
f th h l i l i ti ti h ld b i dfurther archeological investigations should be required.

• 2004 Heritage Assessment noted that the wood 
ili / b h l b d dpavilion / gazebo has recently been restored and was 

in good condition, and recommended that it should be 
maintained.

• Other buildings are not of heritage
value.
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Background Findingsg g
TOWN OF GRAVENHUST OFFICIAL PLAN

R d l t i i OPA h ll b t d bRedevelopment requiring an OPA shall be supported by 
a comprehensive development plan, which addresses 
the following:g
• Registered public access to the shoreline;

• A minimum 30% parkland dedication (not including p ( g
shoreline public open space);

• Ongoing employment replacement;

• Shoreline vegetation protection;

• Architectural design guidelines;Architectural design guidelines;

• Traffic Impact Assessment; and,

A t f th i t f d• An assessment of the impact of proposed use on 
the recreational use of Muskoka Bay. 9



What Have We Heard?What Have We Heard?
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What Have We Heard?

What did you tell us about the Town of Gravenhurst?
• The Town lost a significant number of year-round, 

well paying jobs when the Centre closed.

• The Town requires employment and a use that will 
contribute to the tax base.

• Resort development is not currently providing 
employment for local residents (some resorts are 
relying on off shore labour during the summer)relying on off-shore labour during the summer).

• Community has a wealth of knowledge and many 
who are well positioned and well connectedwho are well positioned and well connected.  
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What Have We Heard? 

What did you tell us about the Town of Gravenhurst?
• Sustainable development and green building is 

important as this is in-keeping with the public persona 
of Muskokaof Muskoka.

• Muskoka is the only Region in Ontario without its own 
University (satellite campuses aside)University (satellite campuses aside).

• There are issues around ongoing maintenance costs 
as well as intermittent internet service that must beas well as intermittent internet service that must be 
taken into account.
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What Have We Heard?
What did you tell us about the property?
• The site has 2000 feet of shoreline on Lake Muskoka.

• Site remediation will be a big challenge.

• There are existing policies in the Official Plan that 
address the site specifically.

• Water Quality concerns are top of mind for some. (The 
Bay has a 7 year flushing period)y y g p )

• Existing beach area to remain accessible to the public. 

f f• The site should be an extension of the Town of 
Gravenhurst; this is a signature property
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What Have We Heard?
What did you tell us about the potential use of the 
site?
• Economic Benefit is Needed (year round jobs)

• No Environmental Compromise

• Build on the attributes of the Bay (water, rocks, trees)

• Consider a long term vision for the site – it doesn’tConsider a long term vision for the site it doesn t 
have to be done all at once (think about a 10, 15, 20 
year time horizon).

• No urban densities along the shoreline.

• Maintain the existing visual dynamic.g y

• Waterfront should be shared and accessible to the 
public.

• Protect the shoreline.
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What Have We Heard?
Potential Future Uses:

O S P k Wildlif C t N t l B hOpen Space Park; Wildlife Centre; Natural Beach
Recreational Active cross country skiing trails; picnic area; 

marina
Institutional Training facility; Business school; 

Comprehensive Art Academy/School (painting, 
drawing; film, editing suites, stage, audio, black 
box theatre, play and script writing, costume 
design, stage craft) with an apprenticeship 
component; Trade School; Educational 
Consortium (focusing on resort management, 
resource management; culinary arts); 
Institution of Higher Learning; Management 
C t (lik B ff) M k k Ch tCentre (like Banff); Muskoka Chautauqua; 
Medical facility (build on the historical 
connection to Dr. Bethune); Centre of 
Excellence for Water Management (water
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Excellence for Water Management (water 
research); Government Use; International High 
School 



What Have We Heard?
Potential Future Uses (Continued):

R id ti l Aff d bl bli h iResidential Affordable public housing
Retirement home
High end cottages 

Commercial Knowledge/culture based business
Resort
Retail (boutiques, restaurants, coffee shops) 
G E d l tGreen Energy development
Potential Uses that Advance the ‘Creative 
Economy’

Industrial Clean, green industry
High tech industry (e.g. Microsoft; Blackberry 
research) 
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What Have We Heard?
Potential Future Uses (Continued):

Other 
Suggestions

Emergency Services & Training
International Focus
Sustainable End Use
Mixed Use Development (office, small school,
hotel)
Consider the potential use in terms of the 
surrounding area (is there an opportunity to look 
beyond the boundaries of the property?)
Develop the core of the site but keep the 

i t t lperimeter natural
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Preliminary Concepts
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Market Study
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Market StudyMarket Study
Two paradigms were tested:

Paradigm One

• The first paradigm is based on traditional marketThe first paradigm is based on traditional market 
absorption for commercial, office, industrial or 
senior’s housing. 

Paradigm Two

• The second paradigm considers the establishmentThe second paradigm considers the establishment 
of a large campus style development that could 
accommodate a corporate headquarters, 

t t d i tit tigovernment agency or post-secondary institution. 
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Market StudyMarket Study
• The absorption rate of commercial and/or office 

development in the Community will not support largedevelopment in the Community will not support large 
scale uses on the site. 

• The location for commercial is also not ideal• The location for commercial is also not ideal.

• Large corporate uses, government uses or post 
secondary institutions would likely require a publicsecondary institutions would likely require a public 
subsidy from reduced land value, reduced or 
eliminated municipal fees and/or subsidized 
infrastructure. 

• Many potential post secondary users are already in 
the market place.

• Residential uses would likely provide potential 
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revenue from the sale of lots.



Additional Concepts
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IO Property Disposition 
PProcess
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Property DispositionProperty Disposition
• Any property within the provincial portfolio that is no 

longer required for the delivery of governmentlonger required for the delivery of government 
programs and services is declared surplus.

• IO has two tier circulation process for surplusIO has two tier circulation process for surplus 
properties:

Ti 1Tier 1
• Provincial Ministries

Tier 2
• Federal Government
• MunicipalitiesMunicipalities
• Not for Profit Entities
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Property DispositionProperty Disposition
• If no interest is expressed for the acquisition of the 

property the property may be marketed to the publicproperty, the property may be marketed to the public 
through “Open Market Sales Process”

• Prior to an Open Market Sale IO would conduct itsPrior to an Open Market Sale, IO would conduct its 
normal due diligence on the property and prepare that 
property for sale through a real estate broker at market 

lvalue.

• (For more details about IO’s sales process please visit (
http://www.infrastructureontario.ca/Templates/Lands.as
px?id=2147489138&langtype=1033) 
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Property DispositionProperty Disposition
• Due diligence requirements generally include, but 

are not limited to the following activities (once aare not limited to the following activities (once a 
surplus declaration has been received from the user 
ministry):

• Class Environmental Assessment which is a 
consultative process with key stakeholders.p y

• Environmental Reports to understand any 
existing contamination of the site.

• Duty to Consult to assess Aboriginal interests to• Duty to Consult to assess Aboriginal interests to 
ensure provincial compliance with existing rights 
and treaty rights. 

• Archaeological Assessment to survey, document 
and protect significant archaeological sites.
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Property DispositionProperty Disposition
• Cultural Heritage Evaluation for identification, 

evaluation and conservation of provincially significantevaluation and conservation of provincially significant 
buildings and cultural landscapes.

• Planning review to understand land uses ( Zoning, 
Official Plan) and identify constraints and 
opportunities. 

• Survey to define the legal limits and boundary of y g y
property to be sold.

• Appraisal(s) to establish the fair market value based 
on highest and best useon highest and best use.

• Order in Council approval  from Cabinet authorizing 
the disposition of the property.

• Legal review of property to ensure clear title of 
property. 

• Other due diligence as applicable (Optimal Use 
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g pp ( p
studies, Natural Heritage studies, etc.).



Next Steps
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Next StepsNext Steps
• Assess public feedback.

• Finalize the Final Opportunities Assessment and 
Optimal Use Study.

• IO will review and analyze the Study prepared.

• Work with Town to achieve I/O and Town objectives• Work with Town to achieve I/O and Town objectives 
for the site. 
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Q ti & C tQuestions & Comments
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